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INTRODUCTION
The giant Drosophila protocadherin Fat (Ft) is required for the
normal planar cell polarity (PCP) of several Drosophila tissues,
including the orientation of hairs of the wing and abdomen and of
larval denticles, and the orientation of fate choices in developing
ommatidia (Casal et al., 2002; Rawls et al., 2002; Strutt and Strutt,
2002; Yang et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2003; Hogan et al., 2011;
Donoughe and DiNardo, 2011), in a manner that in some contexts
may be partly or wholly independent of the ‘core’ PCP pathway
(Casal et al., 2006; Repiso et al., 2010; Donoughe and DiNardo,
2011). ft is also a known tumor suppresser gene that inhibits the
overgrowth of imaginal discs (Bryant et al., 1988; Clark et al.,
1995; Buratovich and Bryant, 1997; Garoia et al., 2000; Matakatsu
and Blair, 2004). Ft activates the Hippo pathway, a group of
interacting kinases and scaffolding proteins that normally repress
the growth-inducing activity of the transcription co-factor Yorkie
(Yki), which in turn regulates the transcription of target genes
involved in cell proliferation and apoptosis (Bennett and Harvey,
2006; Cho et al., 2006; Silva et al., 2006; Willecke et al., 2006;
Tyler and Baker, 2007; Oh and Irvine, 2008; Saucedo and Edgar,
2007; Pan, 2010). Removing Ft also leads to abnormal
proximodistal patterning, causing joint loss in legs and the
misplacement of crossveins in wings.

Ft binds in a preferentially heterophilic fashion to another
large protocadherin, Dachsous (Ds) (Strutt and Strutt, 2002; Ma
et al., 2003; Matakatsu and Blair, 2004). Preferentially
heterophilic binding has also been observed between the
mammalian homologs Fat4 (also known as Fat-J) and Dachsous
1 (Ishiuchi et al., 2009). Whereas Ft is uniformly expressed, Ds
is expressed in patterns or gradients along the axes of many

developing tissues. Ft-Ds binding is regulated further by
phosphorylation of Ft and Ds cadherin repeats by the Golgi-
resident kinase Four-jointed (Fj) (Ishikawa et al., 2008; Brittle et
al., 2010; Simon et al., 2010), expression of which is often
complementary to Ds expression. Patterned Ds binding is
thought to modulate Ft activity, acting as a cue both for the
orientation of PCP and for imaginal disc growth; indeed,
experimentally altered gradients or boundaries of Fj, Ds or Ds
extracellular domain (ECD) expression can reorient PCP (Adler
et al., 1998; Zeidler et al., 1999; Zeidler et al., 2000; Strutt and
Strutt, 2002; Yang et al., 2002; Ma et al., 2003; Matakatsu and
Blair, 2004; Matakatsu and Blair, 2006) and trigger overgrowth
by reducing Hippo pathway activity (Rogulja et al., 2008;
Willecke et al., 2008). However, both pathways are also sensitive
to unpatterned Ft-Ds binding, and some aspects of Ft activity are
independent of Ds: PCP is largely normal in wings with uniform
Ds and Fj expression, and loss of Ds and Fj causes only minor
defects in wing growth (Matakatsu and Blair, 2004; Simon,
2004; Brittle et al., 2010).

Much of Ft activity is apparently mediated by the intracellular
domain (ICD) of Ft (the Ft ICD), as expression of a version of Ft
largely lacking its ECD rescues ft mutant overgrowth and greatly
improves ft mutant PCP defects in the wing and abdomen
(Matakatsu and Blair, 2006). However, the links between the Ft
ICD and PCP or Hippo activity are poorly understood. The ICD of
mammalian Fat4 has regions with substantial similarity to
Drosophila Ft (Fig. 1; supplementary material Fig. S1) (Hong et
al., 2004), which is suggestive because loss of Fat4 has been linked
to PCP defects in vivo (Saburi et al., 2008), as has loss of its
binding partner Dachsous 1 (Mao et al., 2011). Loss of Fat4 is
tumorigenic in vitro (Qi et al., 2009) and increases the number of
Hippo-regulated neuronal precursors in chicks (Van Hateren et al.,
2011).

A few binding partners for the Ft ICD have been identified.
Lowfat binds Ft, Fat4 and Ds and plays a weak modulatory role,
increasing the levels of Ft and Ds at the cell membrane (Mao et
al., 2009). The transcriptional co-regulator Atrophin/Grunge
binds the C-terminal region of the Ft ICD and might play a role
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SUMMARY
The giant Drosophila protocadherin Fat (Ft) affects planar cell polarity (PCP). Ft also inhibits the overgrowth of imaginal discs via
the Hippo pathway, repressing the activity of the transcription co-factor Yorkie (Yki). Much of Ft activity is likely to be mediated
by its intracellular domain (Ft ICD). However, the links between the Ft ICD and either PCP or Hippo activity are poorly understood,
and the role of the Hippo pathway in PCP is ambiguous. We have performed a structure-function analysis of the Ft ICD. We found
that the effects of the Ft ICD on PCP and the Hippo pathway are largely separable. Surprisingly, the domains required for PCP and
Hippo activities do not map to any of the previously identified protein interaction domains, nor, with one exception, to the
regions that are highly conserved in mammalian Fat4. We also found that the extracellular domain of Ft can act independently of
the Ft ICD in PCP and can trigger dominant-negative and boundary effects on Hippo activity, probably via binding to the
protocadherin Dachsous.
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in PCP (Fanto et al., 2003). Mammalian Fat4 binds the PDZ-
containing scaffolding protein Mpdz (also known as Mupp1) and
its binding partner Pals1 (Mpp5 – Mouse Genome Informatics),
and loss of any of these disrupts adhesion between cortical cells
apical to the adherens junctions (Ishiuchi et al., 2009). This
could also provide a link to PCP, as loss of Drosophila
Mpdz/Patj has subtle effects on eye PCP (Djiane et al., 2005).
The casein kinase Discs overgrown (Dco) binds to and
phosphorylates the Ft ICD, and loss of Dco causes imaginal disc
overgrowth (Feng and Irvine, 2009; Sopko et al., 2009).
However, there have been no experiments published that test the
importance of these binding sites, and the domains that are
critical for the activity of the Ft ICD have not been identified.

There has also been debate about the number of genetic and
biochemical pathways downstream of the Ft ICD. Some mutants
that act genetically downstream of ft appear to be more important
in Hippo signaling and affect PCP and limb patterning more
weakly, such as those affecting the atypical myosin Dachs, its
regulator Approximated, and the FERM scaffolding protein
Expanded (Mao et al., 2006; Feng and Irvine, 2007; Matakatsu and
Blair, 2008). Unpatterned increases in Hippo activity can rescue ft
mutant overgrowth without greatly improving PCP or appendage-
patterning defects (Feng and Irvine, 2007). However, as the
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biochemical links to the Ft ICD are not known it is not clear at
what level the PCP and Hippo pathways diverge. And because the
Hippo pathway also regulates the expression of fj, overlap between
Hippo and PCP activities has also been hypothesized (Feng and
Irvine, 2007).

We have therefore taken a structure-function approach to identify
the domains of the Ft ICD that are crucial for PCP and Hippo
pathway activity, and to see whether we can identify pathway-
specific domains. We will show that such pathway-specific
domains can be found. Notably, these domains do not correspond
to previously reported protein-binding domains, nor, with one
exception, the regions most similar to the ICD of Fat4.

We have also examined the activity of the ECD of Ft. We show
that it retains slight activity in PCP, consistent with other data
suggesting that Ft can influence PCP by signaling through Ds
(Casal et al., 2006). The ECD of Ft can also exert ‘dominant-
negative’ effects on Hippo activity in neighboring cells (Zecca and
Struhl, 2010), and this effect can be increased by removal of the Ft
ICD (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006; Willecke et al., 2006). We
identify domains within the ICD that contribute to this effect, and
present evidence that it is partially mediated by the Ds in adjacent
cells, and can be reproduced by the ICD of Ds. This extends recent
evidence that Ds acts not only as a ligand for Ft, but also as a

Fig. 1. Summary of constructs and their ability to rescue ft mutant phenotypes or induce dominant-negative phenotypes in wild-type
Drosophila. The short names of the constructs are shown in the first column and the positions of the deleted amino acids in the second. The
rescue of ft PCP defects in the dorsolateral regions of anterior abdomens was tested using actin-gal4-driven expression of constructs lacking (ECD)
or containing (+ECD) the ECD of Ft (see Fig. 3; supplementary material Fig. S3; Table 1). For rescue of eclosion in ft by actin-gal4-driven construct
expression, + indicates 10% of wild-type eclosion, +/– indicates 1-10% and – indicates 0% (supplementary material Fig. S5). For rescue of
heightened ex-lacZ and/or ban3-GFP expression in ft wing discs by hh-gal4-driven construct expression, + indicates robust downregulation in dorsal
and ventral hinge, +/– indicates weak dorsal but stronger ventral, –/+ indicates very weak dorsal and weak ventral and – indicates not detectable
(Fig. 4; supplementary material Figs S6-S8). Quantification of rescue of ft wing disc overgrowth by hh-gal4-driven construct expression is shown in
supplementary material Fig. S9. The upregulation of ex-lacZ and/or ban3-GFP expression in wild-type wing discs caused by posterior, hh-gal4
expression of +ECD constructs was scored as being limited to the boundary of overexpression (bound.), or in boundary and posterior cells (bound.
+ post.) (Fig. 5; supplementary material Fig. S10; see supplementary material Fig. S11 for data on the effects on growth). The map shows the
deduced positions of the PCP, PH, Hippo C, Hippo N and Su(DN) regions based on these data. Known features of and binding sites for the Ft ICD
are shown at the top right. See supplementary material Fig. S1 for more detailed mapping of deduced regions to the amino acid sequences of Ft
and Fat4.
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receptor for Ft, and that both can have positive and negative effects
on Hippo pathway activity (Willecke et al., 2006; Zecca and Struhl,
2010).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ft constructs and transformant lines
Ft and Ds extracellular and intracellular deletion constructs were previously
described (Matakatsu and Blair, 2004; Matakatsu and Blair, 2006). New
UAS-“ftX” constructs were inserted between NotI site and KpnI sites in
pUAST. The protein sequences are listed in supplementary material Table
S1. FtX constructs were HA-tagged at their C-termini, except for Ft5-
C and FtECD5-C. Anti-HA or anti-Ft staining was used to confirm
comparable expression levels in vivo.

ban3-GFP, derived from the SalI-EcoRV fragment of the regulatory
region of bantam (Tanaka-Matakatsu et al., 2009), was cloned between the
NaeI and XhoI sites of pH-stinger (Barolo et al., 2000).

Drosophila stocks and crosses
We used the following crosses: Rescue of eclosion and abdominal hair
polarity in ft mutants: usually ftG-rv; actin-gal4 / CyO-TM6,Tb to ftfd; UAS-
ftX / CyO-TM6,Tb; in a few cases we used instead UAS-ftX insertions on
the second or first chromosome. Rescue of PCP in ds ft double mutants:
dsUAO71 ftG-rv; actin-gal4/CyO-TM6,Tb to dsUAO71 ftfd; UAS-ftX/CyO-
TM6,Tb. ex-lacZ in ft mutants: ftspy ex-lacZ/+; hh-gal4 UAS-GFP/+ males
to ftfd; UAS-ftX/CyO-TM6,Tb females, and checking offspring discs for the
presence of ex-lacZ and hh-gal4-driven GFP. ban3-GFP in ft mutants: ftfd;
hh-gal4 ban3-GFP/CyO-TM6,Tb females to ftfd; UAS-ftX/CyO-TM6,Tb
males. ex-lacZ in wild-type discs: ex-lacZ; hh-gal4/CyO-TM6,Tb to UAS-
ftX. The effects of UAS-ft overexpression on ban3-GFP in wild-type or ds
mutant discs: dsUAO71 ftG-rv; hh-gal4 ban3-GFP/CyO-TM6,Tb females to
UAS-ft/Y; ds05142/+ males, and checking female offspring discs for the
presence or absence of anti-Ds staining or ds05142-driven lacZ expression.
ban3-GFP expression in the ds, ft and ds ft mutant discs: dsUAO71 ftG-rv; hh-
gal4 ban3-GFP/CyO-TM6,Tb to either dsUAO71; UAS-ftX/CyO-TM6,Tb or
ftfd; UAS-ftX / CyO-TM6,Tb or dsUAO71 ftfd; UAS-ftX/CyO-TM6,Tb. ban3-
GFP expression in fj heterozygotes or homozygotes: fjd1; UAS-ft/TM6,Tb
stock to either fjd1; hh-gal4 ban3-GFP/TM6,Tb or hh-gal4 ban3-
GFP/TM6,Tb flies. ft and wts clones: yw hs-FLP; FRT40 arm-lacZ; ban3-
GFP/CyO-TM6,Tb to ftfd FRT40/CyO, or yw hs-FLP; FRT82 arm-
lacZ/TM6,Tb to ban3-GFP/CyO; wts X1 FRT82/TM6b,Tb.

Quantification of abdominal hair polarity
Dissected abdomens were mounted in Hoyer’s solution and the angles of
all the hairs in the region from the dorsal to the lateral midline of each
pigmented anterior compartment (supplementary material Fig. S3A, red
outline) were measured using the line segment tool in Adobe Illustrator.

Immunohistochemistry
Antibody staining was performed according to Blair (Blair, 2000) with the
following primary antibodies: rabbit anti-gal (Cappell), mouse anti-gal
(Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank), rat anti-Ci (Motzny and
Holmgren, 1995), rabbit anti-HA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology), rat anti-HA
(Roche), rabbit anti-Ds (Strutt and Strutt, 2002), rat anti-Ds and rat anti-Ft
(Yang et al., 2002). Images were taken using a Biorad laser scanning
confocal microscope.

RESULTS
Activity of the Ft ICD
Ubiquitous, actin-gal4-driven expression of a construct lacking
most of the ECD of Ft (FtECD) in the ft null mutant combination
ftG-rv/ftfd, rescues disc overgrowth, allows eclosion, and
substantially improves hair PCP defects in wings (Fig. 2A-C;
supplementary material Fig. S2A,B,D) and abdomens
(supplementary material Fig. S3A,B,G; quantification of hair
polarity in the anterior compartment of the abdomen is shown in
Table 1) (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006). Although FtECD did not
detectably bind Ds in vitro or stabilize Ds in vivo, it retains a
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portion of the first of the 34 cadherin domains of Ft. To rule out
extracellular regulation by Ds or other ligands, we made a larger
deletion that removes all of the cadherin domains (FtECD2).
FtECD2 rescued imaginal disc overgrowth (supplementary
material Fig. S7B, quantified in supplementary material Fig. S9)
and eclosion (supplementary material Fig. S5) and improved PCP
in ft mutant wings (Fig. 2D) and abdomens (Fig. 3A,B,D;
supplementary material Fig. S3H; Table 1). We also tested whether
the transmembrane domain of Ft was required for its activity by
expressing a FtICD protein consisting of an extracellular region
largely derived from the cI dimerization domain of the  repressor,
a transmembrane domain from Drosophila Breathless (Lee et al.,
1996; Queenan et al., 1997), and the ICD of Ft (amino acids 4611-
5147). Although not as active as FtECD or FtECD2, FtICD
rescued imaginal disc overgrowth (supplementary material Fig.
S7C, Fig. S9) and eclosion (supplementary material Fig. S5) and
improved PCP in ft mutant wings (Fig. 2E) and abdomens (Fig. 3E;
supplementary material Fig. S3I; Table 1). Therefore, neither the
ECD nor the transmembrane domains of Ft is completely required
for its function. By contrast, a construct containing just the ICD of
Ft (FtICD; 4611-5147) did not rescue disc overgrowth
(supplementary material Fig. S7D, Fig. S9) or eclosion
(supplementary material Fig. S5) or detectably improve PCP
defects in the abdomen (supplementary material Fig. S3J; Table 1).

The PCP rescue achieved with uniform expression of FtECD,
FtECD2 or FtICD was not perfect, especially in the posterior of
abdominal segments or in the proximal portion of the wing blade
(Fig. 2C-E; supplementary material Fig. S2; Table 1) (Matakatsu
and Blair, 2006). This is not surprising, as the activity of these
constructs cannot be spatially regulated by binding the ECD of Ds,
or by spatially restricted phosphorylation of the cadherin domains
of Ft by Fj. That said, when we quantified hair polarity in the
anterior compartment of the abdomen, rescue by actin-gal4-driven
UAS-ftECD or UAS-ftECD2 was similar to the rescue by UAS-
ft (Table 1). actin-gal4-driven Ft or FtECD expression also

Fig. 2. Hair PCP in wings. Blue arrows indicate normal wing hair
polarity, and red arrows abnormal polarity. (A)Normal polarity in wild-
type Drosophila. (B)Abnormal polarity in viable, hypomorphic ft18

mutation. (C-F)Improvement of polarity in ftG-rv/ftfd null mutant
combination after actin (act)-gal4-driven expression of UAS-ftECD (C),
UAS-ftECD2 (D) or UAS-ftICD (E), but little improvement by UAS-
ftECDN-1 (F). See supplementary material Fig. S2 for results with
additional FtECD and Ft+ECD constructs.
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substantially improved wing and abdominal hair polarity in ds
mutants (not shown) and ds ft double mutants (supplementary
material Fig. S2M,N, Fig. S3P,Q). Rescue in the absence of the
ECD of Ft or Ft-Ds binding suggests that the Ft ICD has a strong
permissive role in PCP (see Discussion). actin-gal4-driven Ds
overexpression did not detectably improve PCP in ft mutant
abdomens (Fig. 3F).

PCP-active domains in the Ft ICD
We next generated deletions from FtECD that began either at the
C terminus of its ICD (amino acid 5147 in wild-type Ft) or near the
N-terminal end of its ICD (amino acid 4614 in wild-type Ft). In our
terminology, N and C denote the termini of the ICD, and the
numbers 1-9 indicate approximate break points between the
termini; the exact breakpoints are shown in Fig. 1 and
supplementary material S1A and Table S1. When expressed in
wing discs, these deleted FtECD proteins localized to internal
cellular structures and weakly to the cell membrane, much like
FtECD (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006), but did not concentrate in
the sub-apical cell membrane like full-length Ft (not shown). Not
all of our deleted constructs rescued viability and wing disc
overgrowth in ft mutants (see below), and the distortions in the
overgrown wings prevented us from examining their wing hair
polarity. ft mutant abdomens, however, do not overgrow, so we
were able to compare hair polarity in different pharate (pre-eclosed)
abdomens. For reasons of brevity, the data is summarized in Fig.
1, and the remaining figures show only the results with constructs
that identify critical ICD domains.

We could remove large regions of the ICD without reducing the
rescue of abdominal hair polarity (Fig. 1). Moreover, FtECD1-
C, which retains only 91 amino acids of the ICD near the
transmembrane domain, rescued PCP almost as well as FtECD,
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whereas the larger deletion in FtECDICD did not detectably
rescue (Fig. 3G,H; supplementary material Fig. S3M,N; Table 1).
FtECD1-C also improved PCP in ds ft double mutant abdomens
(supplementary material Fig. S3S). Deleting the N-1 region also
markedly reduced the rescue of ft mutant PCP defects in the
abdomen (FtECDN-1; Fig. 3I; supplementary material Fig.
S3K; Table 1), and reduced PCP rescue in the wing: wing hair
polarity in ft null mutants expressing FtECDN-1 or FtECDN-
2 was similar to that of the viable ft18 hypomorph (Fig. 2B,F;
supplementary material Fig. S2H,J). Thus, we have identified a
very small ‘PCP’ region of the Ft ICD (N-1, amino acids 4620-
4701; orange in Fig. 1) that is necessary and sufficient for much of
the PCP activity of the ICD.

However, FtECDN-1 and FtECDN-2 still showed very
weak improvement of ft mutant PCP in the abdomen, suggesting
the involvement of other regions of the ICD. FtECDN-4, by
contrast, did not detectably improve ft mutant PCP (Table 1; Fig.
3J; supplementary material Fig. S3L). This identifies a region
between positions 2 and 4 that is weakly active in abdominal PCP
(amino acids 4734-4774; pink in Fig. 1). We will show below that
this region also plays a weak role in Hippo activity, so we termed
this region PH for PCP-Hippo.

Hippo-active domains of the Ft ICD
Next, we investigated whether the regulation of viability, growth
and the Hippo pathway by FtECD relied upon the same regions
as those active in PCP. We used actin-gal4 to test rescue of
eclosion. To assess directly the effects on the Hippo pathway, we
examined expression of the Yki target gene expanded (ex) using
the ex-lacZ enhancer trap (Boedigheimer and Laughon, 1993). ex-
lacZ expression is upregulated in ex-lacZ ft/ft wing discs (Willecke
et al., 2006), and in our hands provides a more sensitive marker
than Thread (also known as Diap1), Cyclin E or fj-lacZ. We also
replicated several experiments using ban3-GFP, a reporter derived
from the regulatory region of the bantam (ban) miRNA (Tanaka-
Matakatsu et al., 2009). Like sensors for the ban miRNA (Nolo et
al., 2006; Thompson and Cohen, 2006), ban3-GFP responds to
changes in Ft and Hippo activity (supplementary material Fig.
S4A,B), and has a sensitivity similar to that of ex-lacZ.

To provide an internal control, we limited Ft construct
expression to the posterior compartment of ft mutant wing discs
using hh-gal4, identifying the region of expression with either
UAS-GFP, or C-terminal HA tags on the constructs (Fig. 4;
supplementary material Figs S6-S8). Posterior, hh-gal4-driven
expression of UAS-ftECD or UAS-ftECD2 in ft mutant wing
discs reduced posterior overgrowth (quantified in supplementary
material Fig. S9) and cell-autonomously reduced ex-lacZ and ban3-
GFP expression; the effect on ex-lacZ and ban3-GFP was
especially strong in the prospective dorsal and ventral hinge regions
of the wing disc (supplementary material Fig. S7B).

The effects that our constructs had on eclosion, the expression
of ex-lacZ and ban3-GFP or on overgrowth in ft mutant discs, were
largely congruent, as summarized in Fig. 1 (the other main figures
show only constructs that identify critical domains; more

Table 1. Percentage of abdominal hairs with greater than 30° divergence from posterior orientation (n)
ft ft act> ft act> ft act> ft act> ft act> ft act> ft act> ft act> ft act> ft act>

Wild type ft act>ft ftECD ftECD2 ftICD ftICD ftECD1-C ftECDICD ftECDN-1 ftECDN-4 ftN-1 ftICD

1.5% 51.3% 14.7% 18.6% 10.9% 27.4% 55.9% 22.4% 58.8% 38.8% 48.5% 26.9% 36.4%
(4517) (11,963) (4473) (3523) (1584) (1872) (3406) (5590) (2167) (3523) (4850) (2907) (3536)

Measured only in the region from the dorsal to the lateral midline of each pigmented anterior compartment (red outline in supplementary material Fig. S3A).

Fig. 3. Hair polarity in the anterior portions of pharate or adult
abdominal segments. (A)Normal polarity in wild-type Drosophila.
(B)Abnormal polarity in ftG-rv/ftfd. (C-J)Polarity in ftG-rv/ftfd after act-
gal4-driven expression of UAS-ft (C), UAS-ftECD2 (D), UAS-ftICD (E),
UAS-ds (F), UAS-ftECD1-C (G), UAS-ftECDICD (H), UAS-
ftECDN-1 (I) or UAS-ftECDN-4 (J). See supplementary material Fig.
S3 for results with additional FtECD and Ft+ECD constructs, and Table
1 for quantification. D
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comprehensive figures, including those showing overgrowth, are
in supplementary material Figs S6-S8, and quantification of growth
effects are shown in supplementary material Fig. S9). Large
portions of the ICD of FtECD could be removed, including the
PCP region, without blocking or obviously reducing its rescuing
activity (e.g. FtECD6-C, Fig. 4A; FtECDN-2, Fig. 4C).
However, larger deletions (e.g. FtECD5-C or FtECDN-5) did
not detectably rescue eclosion (Fig. 1; supplementary material Fig.
S5) or reduce heightened ex-lacZ or ban3-GFP expression or
overgrowth (Fig. 4B,E; supplementary material Fig. S6D,I, Fig.
S7G,M, Fig. S9). These results define two adjacent central regions
of the ICD that we termed Hippo N (4-5, amino acids 4775-4836;
red in Fig. 1) and Hippo C (5-6, amino acids 4839-4920; purple in
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Fig. 1). FtECDN-4 rescued eclosion (supplementary material
Fig. S5) and reliably reduced heightened ex-lacZ expression in the
ventral hinge of the wing disc, but poorly reduced heightened ex-
lacZ in the dorsal hinge region of the wing disc (Fig. 4D),
indicating that the PH region (2-4, amino acids 4734-4774, pink in
Fig. 1) also has a weak role in Hippo pathway activity.

Smaller internal deletions of the ICD confirmed the importance
of Hippo N and Hippo C. Constructs lacking Hippo N (4-5) and
part of PH (2-4) (FtECD3-5), or lacking Hippo C (5-6)
(FtECD5-6), did not rescue eclosion (supplementary material
Fig. S5) or overgrowth (supplementary material Fig. S9), and only
very weakly reduced heightened ex-lacZ (supplementary material
Fig. S8A,B); FtECD5-6 was slightly more effective reducing ex-
lacZ than FtECD5-C. Constructs lacking complementary
portions of PH (2-4) (FtECD1-3 or FtECD3-4) rescued
eclosion (supplementary material Fig. S5) and overgrowth
(supplementary material Fig. S9) and strongly reduced heightened
ex-lacZ (supplementary material Fig. S8C,D), consistent with a
weaker role for the PH region.

A surprising feature of our results is that much of the Ft ICD,
including known protein-binding domains, are disposable for its
Hippo and PCP activities (Fig. 1; see Discussion). As our assays
were also performed using constructs lacking most of the ECD of
Ft, one possibility is that these disposable regions might play a role
in the spatial regulation of Ft activity after Ds binding to and Fj
phosphorylation of the ECD. We therefore also tested the activity
of constructs containing the ECD of Ft (‘Ft+ECD’) but similarly
lacking portions of the ICD. However, these results were more
difficult to interpret because of two factors: first, an ICD-
independent effect of Ft on PCP, and second, a dominant-negative
effect on Hippo activity caused by the ECD of Ft.

An ICD-independent PCP activity for the ECD of Ft
When expressed in wing discs, Ft+ECD proteins concentrated in
the sub-apical cell membrane (not shown). Although the effects of
these constructs were largely congruent with the effects of our
FtECD constructs (Fig. 1), many of our Ft+ECD constructs did a
slightly better job rescuing hair polarity in ft mutant abdomens and
wings than their ECD counterparts. For instance, Ft+ECD
constructs that lacked the PCP region of the ICD nonetheless
slightly improved PCP in ft mutant abdomens and wings (e.g. N-
1: supplementary material Fig. S2G,H, Fig. S3E,K; Table 1). This
is consistent with the hypothesis that some of the ICD regions
outside of the PCP region, which are disposable for the PCP
activity of ECD constructs, can play a more important role in the
presence of the ECD, and, thus, in the presence of spatially
regulated Ft-Ds binding, or when the proteins are concentrated at
the sub-apical cell membrane.

However, FtICD, which lacks all but five amino acids of the
ICD; could also weakly improve PCP in ft mutant abdomens (Table
1), indicating that the ECD of Ft has a weak PCP activity that does
not rely on the Ft ICD. This makes it difficult to attribute with any
certainty the improvement of PCP activity in +ECD constructs to
improved activity of the Ft ICD. Because FtICD can bind Ds
(Matakatsu and Blair, 2006), it is likely that Ft-bound Ds carries
redundant PCP activity in the absence of the Ft ICD. Indeed,
although FtN-1 improved PCP in ft mutant abdomens, it did not
noticeably improve PCP in ds ft double mutant abdomens
(supplementary material Fig. S3R). As Ft can rescue abdominal
PCP in a ds ft double mutant, the lack of rescue with FtN-1 shows
that the PCP region (N-1) is necessary for rescuing ds ft abdominal
PCP, even in constructs containing the ECD of Ft (supplementary

Fig. 4. Ability of hh-gal4-driven expression of UAS-ft constructs
to reduce heightened ex-lacZ expression in ftspy ex-lacZ/ftfd

mutant wing discs. (A-F)Frames show details of expression in the
prospective dorsal and ventral hinge regions of the disc. The domains
of hh-gal4 expression were identified with UAS-GFP (green, boundaries
outlined in green in ex-lacZ-only frames). Expression of ex-lacZ (purple
or white) is reduced by UAS-ftECD6-C (A), UAS- ftECDN-2 (C),
UAS-ftECDN-4 (D) or UAS-ft6-C (F), but is not reduced by UAS-
ftECD5-C (B) or UAS- ftECDN-5 (E). See supplementary material
Fig. S6 for ex-lacZ results with additional FtECD constructs and lower
magnification photos, and supplementary material Fig. S7 for ft rescue
experiments with the ban3-GFP marker.
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material Fig. S3O,P,R). The PCP region is also sufficient, as the ds
ft PCP phenotype was improved by FtECD1-C (supplementary
material Fig. S3S).

Portions of the ICD suppress a dominant-negative
Hippo activity of the ECD of Ft
Testing the abilities of Ft+ECD constructs to rescue eclosion and
Hippo activity in ft mutants confirmed the importance of the PH,
Hippo N and Hippo C domains (Fig. 1). However, in some cases
the Ft+ECD constructs did a worse job rescuing the lethality and
heightened ex-lacZ or ban3-GFP expression of ft mutants than their
FtECD counterparts. This is likely to be due to an unusual effect
of the ECD of Ft: its ability to induce dominant-negative, ft mutant-
like effects on the Hippo pathway.

Misexpressing a version of Ft lacking the ICD (FtICD) has a
dominant-negative effect on Hippo pathway activity, inducing
overgrowth in wild-type discs (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006) and
heightening the expression of ex-lacZ (Willecke et al., 2006) (Fig.
5A) or ban-3-GFP (see below) throughout the region of
misexpression. The effects of posterior hh-gal4-driven UAS-ftICD
expression on growth and reporter gene expression were especially
strong in the prospective hinge regions of the wing disc, and
extended into neighboring cells in the anterior compartment.

Deletion of particular regions of the ICD from +ECD constructs
also caused dominant-negative effects on growth and Hippo
pathway activity that were similar to those caused by FtICD in
wild-type discs (Fig. 5; supplementary material Figs S10, S11;
‘posterior + bound.’ in Fig. 1). hh-gal4-driven Ft7-C expression
caused posterior and boundary dominant-negative effects, whereas
the smaller deletion in Ft8-C largely blocked the posterior effect,
retaining only the boundary effect (Fig. 5B,C); we discuss the
boundary effect in more detail below. This identifies a region
between positions 7 and 8 (amino acids 5035-5084) that is required
to suppress the dominant-negative effects of the ECD [we term this
region Su(DN); yellow in Fig. 1]. Because the Su(DN) region is
not required for Hippo activity in FtECD constructs, and as the
effect of removing it from Ft+ECD is non-autonomous (Fig. 5B),
the effect is likely to be mediated by changing the activity of the
ECD of Ft. However, the effect was not accompanied by any
detectable difference in the levels or localization of the construct
proteins.

Su(DN) is not, however, the only region that suppresses the
dominant-negative effects of posterior Ft overexpression. Ft5-C,
which lacks both Su(DN) (7-8) and Hippo C (5-6), or the smaller
deletion in Ft6-C, both caused slightly stronger overgrowth than
the removal of Su(DN) with Ft7-C (supplementary material Fig.
S10B-E; overgrowth quantified in supplementary material Fig.
S11). FtN-5, which lacks Hippo N but not Su(DN), also induced
much stronger overgrowth and ‘posterior + boundary’ upregulation
of Yki targets (Fig. 5D; supplementary material Fig. S10J, Fig.
S11G), whereas FtN-4, which leaves Hippo N intact, induced
weaker overgrowth and only slightly increased Yki targets in the
posterior (Fig. 5E; supplementary material Fig. S10I, Fig. S11F).
This suggests that regions outside of Su(DN), including Hippo N
and Hippo C, can alter the activity of the ECD of Ft.

FtICD expression can increase overgrowth (supplementary
material Fig. S9) (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006) and slightly increase
ex-lacZ or ban3-GFP in ft mutant discs (Fig. 5F; supplementary
material Fig. S12A,B). Therefore, ECD-induced dominant-negative
effects might be expected to negatively impact the rescue of ft
mutants. Indeed, hh-gal4-driven FtECD6-C and FtECD7-C
strongly rescued overgrowth and suppressed ex-lacZ expression in
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ft mutant discs (Fig. 4A; supplementary material Fig. S6B,C, Fig.
S7E,F, Fig. S9), but the corresponding Ft+ECD constructs, which
lacked the Su(DN) (7-8) domain, rescued more weakly (Fig. 4F;
supplementary material Fig. S7K,L, Fig. S13B,C). That said, the
levels and pattern of expression probably affect the extent of any
dominant-negative effect of the ECD, as the results with actin-
gal4-driven rescue of eclosion differed slightly (Fig. 1). It is also
likely that there is additional complexity in the 6-9 region; despite
the similar expression levels of the constructs, rescue of reporter
expression and overgrowth with Ft8-C was also weak
(supplementary material Fig. S7J, Fig. S13A), and rescue of

Fig. 5. Reaction of ex-lacZ expression to hh-gal4-driven 
posterior expression of UAS-ft constructs in wild-type and ft
mutant wing discs. ex-lacZ expression is in purple or white, and the
region misexpressing the HA-tagged constructs is in green (anti-HA,
boundaries outlined in green in ex-lacZ-only frames). Details show
dorsal hinge regions (middle and right). (A-E)In wild-type wing discs,
expression of UAS-ftICD (A), UAS-ft7-C (B) or UAS-ftN–5 (D)
increases ex-lacZ both posterior and just anterior to the boundary of
expression. Expression of ex-lacZ is approximately equal in posterior and
anterior cells after expression of UAS-ft8-C (C) or UAS-ftN-4 (E),
except along the boundary of hh-gal4 expression. See supplementary
material Fig. S10 for results with additional Ft+ECD constructs. (F)UAS-
ftICD increases ex-lacZ expression in posterior of ft mutant disc; see
supplementary material Fig. S12B for a similar experiment with ban3-
GFP.
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overgrowth and ex-lacZ (although not eclosion) with Ft6-C was
slightly stronger than with Ft7-C (supplementary material Fig. S5,
Fig. S7K,L, Fig. S9, Fig. S13B,C).

The ECD of Ft can induce boundary-specific
dominant-negative effects
Those Ft+ECD constructs that did not induce ex-lacZ expression
throughout the posterior of hh-gal4 discs also had dominant-
negative effects, but this effect on ex-lacZ was now limited to the
boundary of misexpression (Fig. 5C,E; supplementary material Fig.
S10A,G-I). In fact, posterior hh-gal4-driven overexpression of full-
length Ft caused a similar boundary-specific increase in ex-lacZ or
ban3-GFP expression, especially in the prospective hinge regions
of the wing disc (Fig. 6A, Fig. 7E). In other words, a gain in Ft
expression can cause a boundary-specific loss-of-function
phenotype (see also Zecca and Struhl, 2010). The region with
heightened ex-lacZ expression was wider on the anterior, wild-type
side of the boundary, but in most cases also slightly overlapped the
posterior.

Such boundary effects do not appear to be caused by apposition
of cells with different levels of Hippo pathway activity. ft or warts
mutant clones reduce Hippo pathway activity, but do not induce
boundary effects in adjacent wild-type cells (supplementary
material Fig. S4A,B). Conversely, posterior expression of FtECD
in wild-type discs did not cause boundary effects (Fig. 6B). The
latter result indicates that the boundary effect requires, and is likely
to be mediated by, the ECD of Ft.

Consistent with this hypothesis, the strength of the boundary
effect is apparently modulated by the strength Ft-Ds binding. The
boundary effect is strongest in the hinge, the region with the
highest level of Ds expression. Ft-Ds binding is thought to be
reduced further in distal cells by the distal expression of Fj (Brittle
et al., 2010; Simon et al., 2010). The boundary effect induced by
Ft overexpression extended more distally into the wing pouch
when distal fj expression was removed (Fig. 6C,D).
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The ICD of Ds contributes to dominant-negative
effects on the Hippo pathway
The Ft-overexpression boundary effect is reminiscent of similar
boundary effects induced by the ECD of Ds; Yki targets are
upregulated at the boundary between cells expressing different
levels Ds or DsICD (Rogulja et al., 2008; Willecke et al., 2008).
This response occurs on both sides of the boundary, indicating
‘forward’ signaling from the overexpressing to wild-type cells and
‘reverse’ signaling from the wild-type to the overexpressing cells
(Fig. 7A,C). Both responses require the presence of ft, but Ds also
plays a role, not just in initiating these signals, but also in the
response to the boundary. If Ds is overexpressed in ds mutant discs,
it cannot induce a forward dominant-negative response in the
adjacent cells that lack ds, although the reverse signaling from ds
mutant cells to the Ds-overexpressing cells is intact (Fig. 7B)
(Willecke et al., 2008). If instead DsICD is overexpressed in ds
mutants, not only is the forward signaling lost, but the reverse
signal is absent (Willecke et al., 2008), although, in our hands, we
detected some reverse signaling in a few rare cases (Fig. 7D).
These results suggest that Ds acts, not only as a forward signal that
acts via Ft, but also during the reception or transduction of the
reverse signal, an activity that is impaired by the loss of the Ds
ICD.

We therefore tested whether Ds and Ft are required for the
boundary effects induced by Ft overexpression. hh-gal4-driven
overexpression of Ft induced boundary-specific increases in ban3-
GFP expression in the hinge regions of wild-type wing discs, but
not in ds or ft mutant wing discs (Fig. 7E,F; data not shown).
Similar effects have been noted on vestigial quadrant enhancer
expression (Zecca and Struhl, 2010).

The dominant-negative effects induced throughout regions of
FtICD expression were also weakened, although not
completely eliminated, by removal of Ds; the proportion of the
wing disc occupied by overgrown FtICD-expressing cells was
much smaller in ds mutants and the increase in posterior ban3-
GFP expression was not as strong (Fig. 7L,M). The negative
activity of FtICD that remains in ds mutants is likely to be
mediated by binding to endogenous Ft; FtICD stabilizes not
only Ds but also endogenous Ft at the cell membrane (Matakatsu
and Blair, 2006), and we have not detected dominant-negative
effects of FtICD on ban3-GFP in ds ft mutant discs
(supplementary material Fig. S12C).

These results suggest that, under some circumstances, Ds and
Ft can be converted to forms or locations that inhibit Hippo
pathway activity. To investigate further whether an inhibitory Ds
activity can be mediated by its ICD, we examined the effects of
hh-gal4-driven expression of DsECD in wild-type and ds
mutant discs. We could not detect any effect on ban3-GFP in
wild-type discs, although we could weakly disrupt crossvein
spacing and wing shape by hh- or en-gal4-driven expression of
DsECD (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006). However, in ds mutant
discs, DsECD induced cell-autonomous increases in ban3-GFP
expression in the proximal wing hinge (compare the sharp
expression change in cells adjacent to the boundary in Fig. 7G
with the much weaker effect in cells adjacent to the boundary in
the ds control shown in 7H), as well as overgrowth of the
posterior compartment in wing imaginal discs and adult wings
(Fig. 7G,I). We observed a similar effect on ban3-GFP in ft
mutant discs (Fig. 7J; ft control shown in 7K). Thus, not only are
Ds and its ICD necessary for some dominant-negative effects,
but the Ds ICD is sufficient to induce a dominant-negative effect
in mutant backgrounds.

Fig. 6. Induction of boundary effects by the ECD of Ft. Reaction
of ex-lacZ (purple or white in A,B) or ban3-GFP (green or white in C,D)
to posterior, hh-gal4-driven expression of UAS-ft (A,C,D) or UAS-
ftECD (B) in wild-type (A,B), fjd1/+ (C) or fjd1/fjd1 (D) wing discs. The
posterior region expressing the HA-tagged constructs was marked
with anti-HA in A,B (green, boundaries outlined in green) and D
(purple), and in C the complementary anterior region was marked with
anti-Ci (purple). (A,B)Posterior ft expression upregulates ex-lacZ in the
hinge region of wild-type discs (A), whereas ftECD expression does
not (B). (C,D)The upregulation of ban3-GFP by posterior ft expression
was largely limited to the hinge region of fj/+ discs (C), but extended
further towards the distal tip of the wing pouch in homozygous fj
discs (D). D
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DISCUSSION
Our results first confirm that expression of Ft constructs lacking the
ECD, and thus the ability to bind Ds or be phosphorylated by Fj,
can improve the overgrowth, Hippo pathway and PCP defects
caused by the absence of endogenous Ft, Ds, or both. Second, the
ICD domains required for the Hippo signaling and PCP activities
of Ft are largely separable, and do not overlap with previously
identified protein-binding domains. Finally, we confirm and extend
evidence that the ECD of Ft has activities in both the PCP and
Hippo pathways that are mediated by Ds, and investigate the role
of Ds in the dominant-negative effects on Hippo activity caused by
Ft construct overexpression.

A permissive role for unpatterned Ft activity in
PCP
The substantial, albeit imperfect, improvement in ft mutant PCP
defects in wing and abdomens by uniform expression of FtECD
constructs indicates that the PCP activity of Ft is to some extent
permissive, rather than relying purely on the spatial regulation of
Ft-Ds binding by gradients or domains of ds and fj expression. This
is also in agreement with the substantial improvement of ds and ds
fj mutant PCP defects by uniformly expressed ds and fj (Matakatsu
and Blair, 2004; Simon, 2004; Aigouy et al., 2010). One hypothesis
suggests that the adhesion mediated by uniform Ds provides
tension during elongation of the pupal wing blade, aiding in the
reorientation of cell polarity along the proximo-distal axis of the
wing (Aigouy et al., 2010). But although it is possible that the
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FtECD constructs affect tension in the wing, they cannot do so by
binding Ds or other extracellular ligands and thereby mediating cell
adhesion.

An alternative is that uniform FtECD improves PCP by
affecting the Hippo pathway, which can regulate the expression of
PCP components like Fj (Feng and Irvine, 2007). However, the
improvement of abdominal PCP by FtECD1-C, which lacks
detectable Hippo pathway activity, argues strongly that the Hippo
pathway is not the sole permissive mechanism of Ft PCP activity.

Known protein-binding domains are disposable
for Ft ICD function
Our structure-function analyses identified largely distinct regions
of the Ft ICD that are active in PCP and Hippo signaling, but their
locations are surprising given what is known about the structure of
the Ft ICD. The mammalian Ft homolog Fat4 has ICD regions with
substantial similarity to the ICD of Drosophila Ft (Fig. 1;
supplementary material Fig. S1A), but of the regions we identified
above, only the PH region, which is weakly active in PCP and
Hippo activity, is highly similar to a domain in Fat4; the Hippo N,
Hippo C, and PCP regions are not. Nonetheless, these domains
have been highly conserved in the 300-350 million years since the
divergence of metamorphosing and non-metamorphosing insects
(supplementary material Fig. S1B). This probably reflects
functional conservation, as the Ft homolog from a non-
metamorphosing insect regulates regenerative growth (Bando et al.,
2009).

Fig. 7. Role of Ds in mediating the dominant-negative effects of the
ECD of Ft. Details show the dorsal hinge region. (A-D)Reaction of ban3-GFP
expression (green, white) in the dorsal hinge region to hh-gal4-driven
misexpression of UAS-ds (A,B) or UAS-dsICD (C,D) (anti-Ds, purple) in wild-
type (A,C) or ds mutant (B,D) discs. After ds (A) or dsICD (C) expression in
wild type, ban3-GFP expression is heightened on both sides of the boundary
(purple line; A, anterior; P, posterior). After ds expression in ds mutants (B),
heightened ban3-GFP expression is limited to the ds-overexpressing side of the
boundary. After dsICD in ds mutants, the heightened boundary expression of
ban3-GFP is very faint, and limited to the misexpressing side (D). (E,F)Reaction
of ban3-GFP (green, white) to UAS-ft (anti-HA, purple) in wild-type (E) or ds
mutant (F) wing discs. The Ft overexpression boundaries heightened
expression of ban3-GFP in wild-type discs (E) but not ds mutant discs (F). Right
and left halves of each ban3-GFP image were taken at a different intensity to
avoid saturation of the image by the higher expression in the distal (right)
portion of the disc. (G)hh-gal4-driven expression of UAS-dsECD (anti-Ds,
purple) heightens ban3-GFP expression (green, white) in dorsal hinge regions
and also induces overgrowth in the posterior compartment in ds mutant wing
disc. Boxed region is magnified in middle and right panels. (H)ban3-GFP
expression (green, white) in an identical region in the ds mutant, with anterior
cells marked with anti-Ci (purple). (I)Overlay comparing adult wings from ds
mutant with posterior, hh-gal4-driven expression of UAS-dsECD (gray) to a
ds mutant control wing (white). White and black bars show the size of the hh-
gal4-expressing, posterior region in each; DsECD induced additional growth
in the posterior. (J,K)hh-gal4-driven expression of UAS-dsECD (anti-Ds,
purple) heightens ban3-GFP expression (green, white) in the dorsal hinge
regions of a ft mutant wing disc (J). Control showing ban3-GFP expression
(green, white) in an identical region in ft mutant, with anterior cells marked
with anti-Ci (purple) (K). (L,M)Disc overgrowth and reaction of ban3-GFP
expression (green or white) after hh-gal4-driven expression of UAS-ftICD
(anti-HA, purple) in wild-type (L) or ds mutant (M) wing discs. In wild-type
discs (L), FtICD elevated ban3-GFP expression and induced massive
overgrowth. In ds mutants (M), the elevation of ban3-GFP expression was
weaker, and FtICD domain occupied a smaller proportion of the disc than in
wild type (L). Boxed regions are magnified in right panels. Scale bars: 25m.
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We also found that the known protein-interaction domains in the
Ft ICD appear to be disposable. FtECD6-C rescues ft mutant
overgrowth, Hippo pathway and PCP defects, but lacks the binding
regions identified for Lowfat, Grunge and Dco (Fig. 1;
supplementary material Fig. S1A), and the region most similar to
the region of Fat4 sufficient for binding Mpdz. It is unlikely that
these regions completely lack function. Indeed, FtECD5-6,
which lacks Hippo C, had slightly more effect on ex-lacZ than did
FtECD5-C, which also lacks these protein-binding domains
(compare supplementary material Fig. S6D and Fig. S8B). We
suggest that the 6-C region mediates modulatory interactions that
are not absolutely required for the activation of pathways
downstream of the Ft ICD. Our method also drives construct
expression at higher levels than those of endogenous Ft, and so in
this sense assays for the minimal regions required for PCP and
Hippo pathway activities.

The presence of distinct PCP and Hippo-active domains is
noteworthy, as it indicates that the downstream pathways are
largely distinct. The PH domain was the exception, having weak
effects on both PCP and the Hippo pathway, leaving open the
possibility that increases in Hippo activity pathway might
contribute weakly to PCP activity.

Activities of the ECD of Ft and a role for Ds in
signal reception
The PCP activity of Ft is not limited to its ICD; deletion constructs
containing the ECD did a better job improving ft mutant PCP
defects than their ECD counterparts, and even an Ft construct
completely lacking the ICD had weak PCP activity. This latter
activity is likely to be due to binding Ds, as it was lost in ft ds
mutants. A previous report showed that the repolarization of
abdominal cells adjacent to cells expressing a different FtICD
construct (ecto-Ft) was also lost in ds mutants (Casal et al., 2006).
This strongly suggests that Ft-bound Ds has a weak, redundant role
in the reception of PCP signals.

FtICD also affects growth and Hippo pathway activity
throughout regions of misexpression, but in this case the effect is
dominant negative, eliciting overgrowth and suppressing Hippo
pathway activity (Fig. 5) (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006; Willecke et al.,
2006). Our evidence indicates that this is likely to be mediated by
misregulation of the ECD of Ft resulting in non-functional binding
to both endogenous Ft and Ds. This misregulation can be elicited by
removing several different domains in the Ft ICD. One of these, the
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Su(DN) domain, overlaps regions sufficient for binding Lowfat and
Grunge (Fig. 1), but lowfat and Grunge mutants have not been
reported to cause overgrowth (Fanto et al., 2003; Mao et al., 2009).

However, we found that overexpression of even wild-type Ft
caused dominant-negative suppression of Hippo pathway activity
that was limited to cells at the boundary of overexpression, and that
this effect required the presence of Ds in adjacent cells. Similar
effects were also reported during the regulation of vestigial
quadrant enhancer expression between wing and non-wing portions
of wing discs (Zecca and Struhl, 2010). This again suggests a role
for Ds in reception, in this case of a dominant-negative signal. This
effect is likely to be mediated by the ICD of Ds: we found that
overexpression of a form of Ds lacking its ECD can cause suppress
Hippo pathway activity in discs sensitized by the removal of
endogenous Ft or Ds.

This inhibitory role for Ds is surprising; loss of ds slightly
increases growth and weakly reduces Hippo pathway activity,
showing that Ds has a net positive activity (Matakatsu and Blair,
2006; Rogulja et al., 2008). Although some of the positive activity
of Ds might be mediated by binding Ft and increasing Ft activity,
removal of endogenous ds increases overgrowth in ft mutants,
indicating that Ds can stimulate Hippo activity independently of Ft
(Matakatsu and Blair, 2006). Thus, Ds can either stimulate or
inhibit Hippo pathway activity depending on the context; indeed,
the stronger dominant-negative effects of DsECD in ds mutants
suggest that in wild-type discs it is competing with the positive
activity of endogenous Ds.

Modeling the effects of boundaries of Ft-Ds
binding
The dominant-negative effects at Ft overexpression boundaries are
similar to the effects previously reported at boundaries of Ds or
DsICD misexpression (Rogulja et al., 2008; Willecke et al.,
2008). The hypothesis that Ft and Ds both send and receive signals
provides an attractive explanation for these effects. Signal reception
by Ds accounts for the ‘forward’, Ds-dependent signaling from Ft-
overexpressing cells to adjacent cells. It also could explain the
‘backward’ signaling from adjacent cells back to regions of Ds
overexpression. Because this reverse signaling is not blocked by
removing Ds from the adjacent cells, it is likely to be initiated by
the Ft expressed in those cells; the reverse signal depends in part
on having full-length Ds in the receiving cells (Fig. 7A-D)
(Willecke et al., 2008).

Fig. 8. Model for the inhibition of Hippo signaling
at boundaries of Ft overexpression. Binding between
Ft (black) and Ds (green) normally promotes (+) Hippo
signaling via the ICD of Ft. The heightened expression of
Ft in posterior cells first recruits and polarizes the Ds
dimers on anterior cells to the adjacent cell face, creating
a Ds-Ft complex (circled) that inhibits (–) Hippo signaling.
Next, unoccupied binding sites on the polarized Ds
dimers weakly recruit and polarize Ft on posterior cells,
creating a Ds-Ft complex that weakly inhibits Hippo
signaling.
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But why does overexpression of Ft, Ds or DsICD inhibit Hippo
pathway in boundary cells, without causing a similar effect
throughout the region of misexpression? One boundary-specific
activity that has been invoked is the ‘capping’ or polarized
redistribution of binding partners on the surface of a cell (Reddy
and Irvine, 2008; Rogulja et al., 2008). Ft or Ds is attracted to the
face of the cell that neighbors another cell expressing its binding
partner at high levels, and is depleted from the other faces of the
cell (Strutt and Strutt, 2002; Ma et al., 2003; Matakatsu and Blair,
2004). Moreover, if the capped binding partners had vacant binding
domains (or recruited cis homodimers that had vacant binding
sites), this might result in concentrated ‘reverse’ binding to the
neighboring face of the overexpressing cell (Fig. 8). For instance,
Ft overexpression could induce localized binding and concentration
of Ds on the neighboring face of an adjacent wild-type cell, and the
concentrated Ds would heighten the levels of Ds-bound Ft in the
neighboring face of the Ft-overexpressing cell. The reverse effect
would probably be weaker, explaining the weaker reverse signaling
we observe at Ft-overexpression boundaries.

It has been suggested that the Ds-driven polarization of Ft
inhibits Hippo pathway activity because it depletes Ft from the
other faces of the cell, creating an ft-mutant-like situation on the
depleted cell faces and, thereby, a mutant-like phenotype (Reddy
and Irvine, 2008; Rogulja et al., 2008). However, this explanation
is less satisfying for signaling at boundaries of Ft overexpression,
because the depletion of Ds from non-adjacent cell faces cannot on
its own be the cause of the boundary effect. Complete loss of Ds
causes only very slight overgrowth (Matakatsu and Blair, 2006)
and subtle upregulation of Yki targets (Rogulja et al., 2008),
whereas our boundary effects on these markers resemble the much
stronger changes observed in ft mutant clones. We therefore prefer
the hypothesis that when Ft and Ds are clustered on one face of the
polarized cell they not only lose their ability to increase Hippo
activity, but are converted to a form or location that inhibits Hippo
activity, for instance by forming a complex that sequesters Hippo
pathway components on their ICDs (Fig. 8).
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